
Drop It

For the drop it, get a low level object that your dog will take - a rope, plush toy, etc - 
make sure that it’s something that he will trade up for. Start to play with him and get him 
to grab onto the object, when he has a hold of it - don’t let go!! - with your other hand 
present a high value treat. Make sure that it is near by his nose so that he can smell it. 
When he lets go of the object, mark it with at “yes!”, remove the toy and give him the 
treat. Ask him to sit or down, then reengage in play and repeat.

If your puppy picks up something he shouldn’t make sure that you always trade up with 
a treat and do not yank it from his mouth or chase him, this is how resource guarding is 
started and we want to make sure that we can always take something away.

Follow the Leader

Before we jump into walking on leash we want to make sure that we can get our 
puppies to follow us off leash. You will start by luring at first and then fade the lure, using 
your voice and pats on your leg, etc as encouragement. 

Grab a small handful of treats, place your hand in front of your puppy’s nose, and lure 
him to follow you as you walk away. When your puppy has walked with you for a few 
steps, mark and reward. Repeat this a few more times and then release your puppy to 
play. With each short session you can ask for more and more distance, as well as 
adding turns. You can remove the lure when your puppy is happily following you, but be 
ready to present the lure hand if you see puppy is getting slightly distracted by the 
environment. You may also put your leash walking cue on this follow behavior, we favor 
“Let’s go!” as our leash walking cue.

Play this game in a low distraction environment first, then slowly add distraction. For 
example I would start inside the house, then transfer it to my yard or alley, then finally to 
the park off at a distance away from the hustle and bustle.

Position Changes

It is time to do away with the food lure. Ask your puppy to sit, down, or stand verbally 
first and if need be follow up with a hand signal, sans treat in the hand. When he does it 
mark it and reward from your pocket. Make sure that you hold your hand the same way 
you did when you had the treat in it otherwise he may not comply because the hand 
signal looks so different.

Take your show on the road! Make sure that you take small training breaks while out on 
walks, in the park, at friends’ houses, etc. The more you integrate training into everyday 
life, everywhere you go, the better he will become.
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Stays

Start adding more time between the rewards you give. We still want to be rewarding 
often, but it no longer needs to be in rapid succession. See if you can start adding tiny 
movements while your dog maintains position. Remember to replace him right away if 
he breaks, then make the stay easier. 

Easy ways to practice stays are at door ways, for the food bowl or Kongs, getting his 
leash on and off... Find ways to practice where real life rewards can be used instead of 
food.

Dr. Sophia Yin - Say Please By Sitting

This is the corner stone of our polite greetings. If we have a dog that defaults to a sit, 
then he is less like to be tempted to jump up. Your classmates will help you train this in 
class, but it’s essential that you have all guests and friends do it too!

Say Please By Sitting Part One

Say Please By Sitting Part Two
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http://drsophiayin.com/resources/video_full/say_please_by_sitting
http://drsophiayin.com/resources/video_full/say_please_by_sitting
http://drsophiayin.com/resources/video_full/say_please_part_ii
http://drsophiayin.com/resources/video_full/say_please_part_ii

